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	CFE_Financial_times_Online_21_July_2020_1: Cao Fei at the Serpentine Gallery: where virtual and real worlds meet The London gallery reopens with its challenging show from the Chinese superstar artist                         She is on our side. The Chinese multimedia artist Cao Fei is on the side of her audience. In her feature-length (1 hr 45 min) film, “Nova”, she often cuts to the audience, in particular the father and son watching the film, who are also the main characters.  Her solo exhibition, Cao Fei: Blueprints, which opened at the Serpentine Gallery in London in March before closing for the duration of the lockdown, reopens on August 4. The show’s first room is transformed into the foyer of a cinema in the Beijing district of Hongxia. The artist is welcoming you in. It takes a while to get into “Nova”, but as it plays out, one realises that it is a modern day Frankenstein. Mary Shelley and Cao are both feminists for their times. Li Nova, the child taken to the Hongxia cinema, is no monster, but like Victor Frankenstein’s creature he believes he is unloved. He spends his time, and he has 40 years of it, wandering space in a deferred timezone that his scientist father created for him as a safety net. As a young man he laments that “for my father I was a kilometre wave, a decametre wave, data.” There is a pathetic scene where he sees his father following the graphs and data on the other side of the screen and says: “Dear daddy, keeping a strong connection with you will help me understand why I keep going ... I am just a test subject.”  Life is tough in Cao’s world. A succession of brutalised urban environments and space-scapes
	CFE_Financial_times_Online_21_July_2020_2: dominate. The wandering boy feels “sorry for time as it cannot take its own life”. When his father, the Professor, is dying, he is still trying to make sense of the endless data with which he was bombarded. His dying words are a litany, trying to transform emotions into energy levels (sadness 203 hertz, hunger 130 hertz and amour 14 hertz). Yet he does think of the Russian love of his life. His son too is alive and “does not know that a young girl is thinking about him”.                             At the heart of the exhibition is a virtual reality piece, “The Eternal Wave”, created in collaboration with Acute Art. A site-specific work, it uses archival material and actual elements of the artist’s studio in Beijing. Fellow artist Marina Abramović endorsed it, saying it was the best VR piece she had experienced. During the gallery’s shutdown, the piece has been extended with a new augmented reality version, to be seen through visitors’ smartphones, of the kitchen space in which “The Eternal Wave” begins. It’s an interlinked work that further expands on Cao’s exploration of her key themes, the interplay of the real and the virtual and the ways in which technology has changed our understanding of human realities.  "The museum/gallery system still does not know how to present some innovative artists like Cao Fei, artists who are revealing the flaws in the way we live" I had always assumed that Cao was more about sharing our realities than virtual reality per se. Yet she does understand the difficulties of technology. Her “RMB City” (2008-11), re-presented in the Serpentine Gallery lobby, is perhaps the most successful artwork to have used the internet. Of course, technology marches on, so it is almost impossible to appreciate fully the work’s attempt to involve a wide audience in building and living in a virtual city on the online platform Second Life. We can only view it now like an archived ruin, as the people are not living it any more.  Ironically, when the exhibition was closed, it was in some ways easier to understand Cao’s achievements, with key works online. The main reason is that the museum/gallery system still
	CFE_Financial_times_Online_21_July_2020_3: does not know how to present some innovative artists like Cao, artists who are revealing the flaws in the way we live. Curators have to develop new ways to show works like “Nova”. It is not a straightforward film. A whole exhibition could be devoted to it. The film needs to be accessed in multiple ways, so that the viewer can interact more effectively with the themes about time and how we are using it.                              Cao’s mischievous sense of joy is sometimes well hidden, but it gives bite to her satire on the legacies of capitalism and communism, two discredited but not replaced systems. In a lavish film she made for a BMW commission, the main character strides through history, to a pounding beat. He starts off as a self-assured monk and transforms into an equally confident modern man. Yet the title is “Unmanned”. The male chauvinism invested in the car business takes a hit. Is it the machine that is sexy or the man? Cao has had a meteoric career. She was number seven on the 2019 Art Review Power 100. She has just been included in a children’s book, Women’s Art Work, of 30 female artists who have changed the world. She has had recent exhibitions at key institutions such as MOMA (New York), the Pompidou and K2 (Düsseldorf).  Most importantly, her work has consistently jumped out of the box that we like to put artworks in. The Serpentine has arranged for us to see online her Art Basel Hong Kong commission of 2015. She took over the surfaces of one of the city’s biggest skyscrapers and turned them into a video game. In “Same Old, Brand New” (2015), the skulls, running men, clouds, missiles, and the repetitive, addictive robotic muzak take over one of Hong Kong’s largest buildings. It radiates a perverse liberation. Yes, Cao Fei is on our side.  August 4-September 13, serpentinegalleries.org  
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